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Joseph Beuys, the German-born artist well known for his allegorical sculptural work and

shamanistic performances, visited the United States in 1974 for an action titled I Like America and

America Likes Me. !e work, which took place from May 23rd to May 25th of 1974i in a gallery space in

New York City, appears initially to be concerned only with the surface aesthetics of ritualism. In fact, it

seems that Beuys's unusual popularity in the larger art world and cult following derives largely from the

self-created myth and occultist style of Beuys's oeuvre. Yet this particular performance (and much of

Beuys's later bodies of work), from conception to execution, is keenly aware of the socio-political climes

of Germany and the U.S. following World War II. It, and connected works, are speci"cally sensitive to

the implementation of the Berlin Wall in 1961. I Like America is not, at heart, purely an exploration of

personal myth and iconography, but rather a reaction to the ideological disjuncts between old and new

systems of thought, between “home” and “other,” and between the political juggernauts of American

democracy and East German fascism and rising European communism. Indeed, Beuys expressed in his

writings that art––especially performative art––is the only activist medium capable of truly stimulating

social “evolution-revolutionii,” and this belief is especially apparent and powerfully communicated in

this performative event. In exploring biographical details of Beuys's childhood in Germany, as well as

the social environment that in#uenced him in his early working years, one can draw a thread of

thematic continuity between the European aftermath of the war, the rising anti-Red sentiment in

America, and symbolic notions that appear and reappear in Beuys's own work throughout the decades.



I Like America

In May of 1974, Beuys #ew to New York City where he was swaddled in felt at JFK

International Airport and transported via ambulance from the airport to the René Block Gallery. He

would spend the next three days in this gallery, sharing an enclosed space with a wild coyote. !e room

was mostly bare and the viewing area for visitors delineated by a #oor-to-ceiling chainlink fence. !e

coyote urinated on piles of straw and "fty copies of the Wall Street Journal strewn about on the #oor,

while the artist spent the duration wrapped in a robe of thick felt, brandishing a wooden shepherd's

staff. At the end of his stay, Beuys was strapped down to a stretcher once again and taken to the airport

via ambulance, where he boarded a #ight leaving the United Statesiii. !e work exists today in

documentation, as a series of photographs and motion picture recordings.

Several critics, such as Caroline Tisdall (who has written on Beuys extensively), note that the

coyote is an embodiment of the persecution of ethnic or cultural minorities by the Western man. !e

coyote is a small and slight predatory creature, revered by the Native Americans of the North and

Central American plains as a powerful being, but relegated by the white man to the role of cunning and

low trickster. !e animal is transformed by the hatred of the beholder into a detestable character,

slinking and dishonestiv...it is an “example of man's tendency to project his own sense of inferiority onto

an object of hate or a minorityv.” In I Like America, Beuys attempts to distill the relationship between

himself (a white European man) and this animal, in both a literal and a spiritual manner. He plays

music to it and engages in a sort of tenuous friendship with it, seeming to "nd peace with the creature

at the end of their three days in captivity. At the end of his performance, he hugs the coyote gently.

Beuys expressed desire to arrive and depart America having seen nothing but the inside of the Block

gallery and his coyote companion, which is politically quite signi"cant. Beuys is washing his hands of

the American hate machine, rejecting it by engaging only with that thing which the white man hates



most.

It is important to note Beuys's other work in the years before and after his performance in New

York. As one of the few German artists of the time who successfully broke into the major global art

scene, it is interesting to see that much of Beuys's work was received primarily with a degree of unease

and confusion. His work was not “popular” in America in any easily digestible, crowd-pleasing sort of

way. He was no self-assured and entertaining modernist like Rauschenberg with his colorful pastiches

and “combines,” nor were his gestures satisfying and viscerally understood like Smithson's massive and

impressive land works. He did not "t into the American scheme of making, yet his works were assertive

and undeniably powerful.

His Guggenheim retrospective in NYC, held "ve and a half years after his 1974 performance,

was critiqued with the now-standard arsenal of descriptors––“[s]haman, guru, art medicine man, also

crusader, alchemistvi”––indicating that Beuys's role of outsider was distinctly felt by the New York

scene. He was unsettling; he was weird––yet his works were and remain to this day genuinely

compelling. Beuys's legacy now would certainly be diminished, were his shamanistic tendencies the sum

total of his work. It is the deeper political and spiritual framework of Beuys's projects that resonates

with global viewers, beyond the attractive surface mysticism of his performative work.

One other thematically connected work or event from a similar era is Farewell Action, a “boxing

match for direct democracy” between the artist and a man named Abraham Christian Moebussvii. Held

on October 8 of 1972, the event was a culmination of work Beuys was doing for Documenta V,

arguably the most in#uential post-war German art showviii. He put together an informational office for

the “Organization for Direct Democracy through Referendum,” wherein which he held discussions on

politics and art, for each of the hundred days that the Documenta ranix. He spoke with visitors about



issues such as the ideal social system, the importance of art creation, and his own symbology. He "elded

any and all questions, though his responses ranged from thorough to utterly vague and evasive. When

confronted by a viewer with the question of why he was pursuing political discussions at the

Documenta, a forum for "ne art, Beuys replied, “Because real political intentions must be artistic.  !is

means they must originate from human creativity, from the individual freedom of man.” Later, he states,

“...there must also be free press, free television, and so on, independent of state in#uencex.” !e boxing

match which concluded his residency at Documenta V resulted in Beuys being declared the winner by

Anatol Herzfeld, as “winning by points for direct hits for direct democracyxi.”

Beuys's work with Documenta is signi"cant, moreso than his purely sculptural work or even his

performances, because it destroys the rigid distinction between art-making and pedagogy. For Beuys, a

lifelong teacher and proponent of education, the act of discussing work is in itself a signi"cant artistic

act. He is generating more art and curiosity, which will instigate activism, which is in turn perceived by

the artist as art or some form of creation. Activism is creativity, and creativity is art. And of course, in

keeping with the sort of strange humor that permeates some of his work, Beuys ends his term at

Documenta with a violent bodily spectacle.

Early Years

To understand what propelled Beuys as a maker and as an activist, it is necessary to retrace our

steps somewhat to the artist's coming-of-age in the 1930s. Born in Krefeld in Western Germany in

1921, Beuys was just entering his early teenaged years when the National Socialists gained power. In

fact, the entirety of Beuys's schooling and adolescence fell within the 12-year rule of the “!ousand-

Year Reich.” He was enrolled, as was every other child his age, in church school and the Hitler Youthxii,

and he recalls attending obediently. !ough this part of Beuys's upbringing is rarely mentioned, it can

be said that some aspects of Beuys's adult aesthetic of theatricality and "ctiveness derives directly from



the education he received during the Hitlerzeit, in which Hitler's Mein Kampf was treated as the only

necessary text, and the curriculum was constructed mainly of propaganda and dogma. !e implication

here is not that Beuys was a Nazi, but rather that in his formative years, he was in#uenced deeply by the

propaganda-rich curricula of his schools and the general political furore surrounding him.

One can also say that while his aesthetic of myth and performance might have directly arisen

from his upbringing, his ideologies are distinctly reactionary (against fascist education, social repression,

censorship) rather than passively in#uenced. One of his signi"cant activist projects was the Düsseldorf

free school, which he co-founded with author Heinrich Boll in Febuary of 1974xiii. Meant to subvert

traditional standards of education while providing information for the public free from the constraints

of the state, Beuys referred to the free school and other such actions as “social sculpture.” In his own

words,

!e free college wants to be independent from the state having a say in

its affairs. It wants to accept as many students as want to come. And it

wans to decide itself who will be appointed as teacher and which

teaching program it presents. !e school seeks control of society. Men

should judge themselves whether such a school produces something

interesting, whether capabitilies are developed there or not. Should such

capabilities not develop there, then it is proper that men should close

the school. !e school should only continue as long as society has an

interest in it. We want man to be able to go to his job out"tted with

cultural tools. !e involvement of culture and economy becomes totally

clear here: Creativity equals national incomexiv.

Having been denied for the whole of his childhood any permission to satisfy atypical curiosities,

at least in the context of his formal education, Beuys spent much of his adult life seeking new and



better-functioning methods of pedagogy and the sharing of knowledge. Beuys did, as a youth, engage in

several types of creative or exploratory behavior––his earliest “exhibitions” were merely of rocks, found

objects, trinkets, and other items from the natural world which he and his childhood friends in Kleve

had excavated and put on display. He also pursued knowledge in the "elds of botany and chemistry

independently of school, and eventually found himself overcome with the desire to learn everything

that was forbidden during Hitler's reignxv.

As a young man in 1941, Beuys then underwent training for the Luftwaffe as a dive bomber

pilot at Königgrätz. His subsequent plane crash in the Crimea formed the basis for one of his most

publicized personal mythologies, which involves his rescue by some Tartars in the wildernessxvi, who

rescusitated him by covering him in fat and felt (materials that resurface continually in Beuys's work as

iconic substances)xvii. He recalls being attracted to their nomadic lifestyle, a theme which resurfaces in I

Like America and America Likes Me, where Beuys revisits that notion of “lone wanderer” as embodied

by the coyote.

From there, Beuys continued his inquiries into sculptural studies and drawing, becoming

involved in local Kleve art programs and "nally launching into his more recognizable body of sculptural

work in the 1950s. Having performed “happenings” since youth, performance work is not lacking at any

point in Beuys's curriculum vitae––but I Like America is largely considered to be a pivotal moment in

the history of his performance work, as it exhibited a markedly directional change towards both

providing spectacle and political statement.

After the War

It's important now to clearly de"ne the social environment both in Germany and in America

around in the 1960s and '70s. During World War II, Germany had been divided into four occupational

zones, each occupied by the Americans, the British, the French and the Soviets. In the mid-1940s,



Allied forces began to withdraw, and the Americans speci"cally withdrew beginning in July of 1945. By

the late 1940s, West and East Germany were already distinctly divided ideologically, with the Federal

Republic of Germany serving as authority in the West and the German Democratic Republic (a

socialist-communist faction) in the East. By 1961, hostility and mistrust and an over#ow of refugees

running from East Berlin to West Berlin led to the erection of the Berlin Wall and other barriers

running the length of the country, which of course led to broken families and separation. West Berlin

became a sort of cordoned-off enclave in the middle of communist Europexviii.

Beuys as Shaman/Beuys as Intellectual

With his hometown of Kleve now part of a massive struggle between political juggernauts,

Beuys became a nomadic intellectual himself, teaching in America and many parts of Europe, showing

work constantly, and contending with issues of national and racial identity as a white German man.

I Like America can be seen as the ultimate enactment of his internal struggle, as the simple

interaction between man and coyote becomes about much more––hatred, loneliness, transformation––a

kind of alchemy of ideas and ideology in which the very hatred and violence directed at a thing can

change the thing itself. Beuys was reacting to the #awed and destructive politics presented by every

party involved in the global struggle of the Cold War and post-war relations when he said,

Only on condition of a radical widening of de"nitions will it be possible

for art and activities related to art [to] provide evidence that art is now

the only evolutionary-revolutionary power. Only art is capable of

dismantling the repressive effects of a senile social system that continues

to totter along the deathline: to dismantle in order to build “A SOCIAL

ORGANISM AS A WORK OF ART”...EVERY HUMAN BEING



IS AN ARTIST WHO––from his state of freedom––the position of

freedom that he experiences at "rst-hand––learns to determine the other

positions of the TOTAL ART WORK OF THE FUTURE SOCIAL

ORDERxix.

It is likely Beuys meant to catalyze in some small way the “future social order” when he boldly

refused to walk on American soil and confronted a wild animal in a cage, when he portrayed through

seemingly mystical and dramatic means the very basic relationship of man and his perceived enemy. In

this way, Beuys plays shaman and yet transcends shaman, becoming instead a practical philosopher and

an everyday radical activist, working towards the twin goals of personal freedom and limitless creative

expression.
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